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New York Times best-selling author and King of Canines Spencer Quinn is back with the next Woof

book. Bowser Is Back! Bowser the dog is doing great. He's been adopted by Birdie, the greatest girl

in the world, and he gets lots of love, lots of walks, and sometimes even bacon! But why is Birdie

looking so worried? Who broke into their house? Why is the new girl in town digging into the old

mystery of what really happened to Birdie's dad, a policeman killed in the line of duty? Bowser

better keep his ears perked and his paws at the ready. A murder case that went cold long ago is

fixing to get way too hot. Woof, the first Birdie and Bowser book, debuted on the New York Times

best seller list, and Bowser is back with all his signature charm (and slobber) in Arf!
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As always, I love Chet and Bernie, and Birdie and Bowser. I realize I'm a 58 year old reading a book

for youth. But Bowser makes it all worth the read. I can just imagine my dogs thinking the way Chet

and Bowser do. I love the way they lose control of their behavior before they know it. I think the

characters reflect astute dog observation and imagination by the author. Reading one of these

books is always a treat. I can't wait for the next one.

I just finished this. I am a boomer who is young at heart. I enjoyed this more than the first in the

series. Birdie's mother is home. I would love to have a dog like Browser if he wouldn't eat me out of

house and home. There are a lot of great dogs in shelters waiting for someone to adopt them.

That's another reason why I love this series. Bowser is a shelter dog. His job is security, but his

purpose is to take care of Birdie.



Such a pleasure that Spencer Quinn has given kids a couple of heroes like Chet and Bernie. Birdie

and Bowser are just as appealing, and the stories are solid mysteries. Great book for kids, but I

enjoyed it immensely, too.

I am a big fan of Spencer Quinn, and his canine champions. This is a series for young teens, but I

am 69yrs old and love this book , enjoy the close interactions between Birdie and Bowser. Every

child should have a protector like Bowser. This was an exciting mystery up to the last page, didn't

want it to end.

Entertaining read, well written. If Quinn has decided that he is not going to write any more Burney

and Chet novels, this series is showing promise as a fitting replacement. The story was well

constructed and the plot developed well until the ending. It seemed as if Quinn noticed that he had

reached his quota of pages, and thought, "Well, time to wrap this up now," and then the book was

over, leaving me sort of hanging in mid-air.

This book was really good. It was suspenseful and interesting. I liked how the story was told from

the dog's point of view. It made the book way more interesting. I would recommend this book to dog

lovers. I would also recommend this book to fiction/adventure lovers

This is the absolute best and most entertaining dog book I've read. Jim Frangione does an

outstanding job being Bowser and Birdie and the book is so well-written, it keeps you in there just

waiting to see what happens next. The ending seemed a bit abrupt, but Iam hopingit is preparation

for the next Birdie and Bowser book. I haven't read Mr. Quinn's other series yet, but it is next on my

list. This is right up there with the Andy Carpenter series.

I LOVE the Chet & Bernie series by Spencer Quinn, so I thought this series would be a letdown. Boy

was I wrong! I think this series is going to be even better. Woof and Arf are great. Bowser is too

cool! The only thing wrong with the series is that there are only 2 books so far. More, Spencer,

more!!!
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